NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: SWEDEN

2. Agency responsible: Swedish Electrotechnical Commission, National Energy Administration and Swedish Institute for Testing and Approval of Electrical Equipment (SEMKO AB)

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [x], 2.6.1 [ ], 7.3.2 [ ], 7.4.1 [ ], Other:

4. Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):
   Electrical cables (ex CCCN 85.23)

5. Title: (Draft Standard) House wiring cables - PVC-insulated cables - Rated voltage up to and including 450/750 V - General requirements

6. Description of content: The Swedish National Energy Administration will approve test methods according to draft Swedish Standard SS 424 02 31. The draft corresponds to the IEC Publications 227-1, 227-2, 227-3 and 227-5. However, certain deviations have been made. The Swedish Standard is intended to be used in connection with compulsory approval to be carried out by SEMKO, the Swedish Institute for Testing and Approval of Electrical Equipment.

7. Objective and rationale: Protection for safety to man and property

8. Relevant documents: Will be published as a regulation by the National Energy Administration. When adopted the Standard will also bear the reference SEMKO 9227-1.

9. Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force: To be determined later

10. Final date for comments: 15 February 1985

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [x] or address of other body:

85-0357